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1 Introduction

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have turn out to be potential platforms for
numbers of applications in various environments due to their small size, superior
mobility, and hovering capacity. Autonomous level of UAVs can be defined by the
ability of taking on challenging tasks and the key of classification is the levels of
vehicle’s environment perception [1]. On the other hand, Motion estimation by
on-board sensors gets rid of dependence on outer signals such as satellite which
may be inaccessible indoors and can be more reliable in exploring complex sur-
roundings [2]. Among the on-board sensors, the combination of Visual-Inertial
sensors gives a cheap but expressive solution. Cameras provides abundant infor-
mation of the environments and we can recover the 3D geometry exactly but will
fail in simple surroundings without enough features, IMU measures the self-motion
of vehicles which we can get a well estimation of the motion of camera, which
recovers the metric scale of monocular and gives the direction of gravity for
cameras.

Approaches of vision inertial fusion can be classified into loosely coupled fusion
and tightly coupled fusion according to how to combine the data of images and
IMU [3]. Loosely coupled fusion methods use the results of IMU self-motion
estimation to correct the measurements of cameras, which is easy to establish, the
tightly coupled methods fusion use the raw measurements of IMU and cameras by
optimizing same states variates, which is more complex but gives more optimal
results and become an active research topic in recent years.
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2 Notations and Definition

2.1 Frames

Throughout this work, we denote the IMU frame as FB, camera frames as FC, and
the word frame as FW . We ignore the Mechanical error between UAVs coordinate
frame and IMU frame and express the kinematics parameter in FB with respect to
the world frame. The coordinate frames set up schematically are depicted in Fig. 1.

2.2 States

In general, we regard the problem of UAVs navigation as the problem of estimation
of 6-DOF rigid body which can be express as by three dimensions of position and
three dimensions of rotation. The IMU, measuring the acceleration and angular
velocity of grid body, affected by additional noises which are modelled as white
noises and slowly varying biases which are modelled as Gaussian random walk.
The sates x to be estimates include the position, rotation and velocity between
continuous images and the biases of IMU sensors. We rewrite the states as Eq. (1).

x j ¼ ½R j
WB; p

j
WB; v

j
WB; b

j
a; b

j
g� ð1Þ

where x j are states linked to the image j, R j
WB refers to the rotation between image

j and the last reference image, p j
WB and v j

WB are position and velocity of j, expressed
in the world frame. b j

a and b j
g are biases of accelerometer and gyroscope with the

time of image j.

FB

CF

WF

ground

camera

Fig. 1 Coordinate frames
involved in this work
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3 IMU Measurements Model and Kinematics

The uncertainty of IMU sensors can be divided into two parts, one is white noises
created by measurement process, and the other is bias created by inertial physical
process modelled as Gaussian random walk [7]. The measurements of IMU with
additional uncertainties are expressed in (2–3) with continuous-time form noises.

~xBðtÞ ¼ xBðtÞþ bgðtÞþ ggðtÞ ð2Þ

~aBðtÞ ¼ RT
WBðtÞðaW ðtÞ � gW Þþ baðtÞþ gaðtÞ ð3Þ

where the ~xBðtÞ and ~aBðtÞ are measurements of accelerometer and gyroscope at
time t expressed in the IMU frame, xBðtÞ and aBðtÞ are the nominal value of the
measurements at time t, bgðtÞ and baðtÞ are biases in continuous-time form, gaðtÞ
and gaðtÞ are white noise of the measurements. gW is the gravity vector expressed in
the world frame.

By assuming the measurement of IMU are constant during the sampling period,
and write the acceleration and angular rate are functions of measurements, we get
the first-order approximate IMU kinematic incremental function:

RWBðtþDtÞ ¼ RWBðtÞexpðð~xBðtÞ � bgðtÞ � ggdðtÞÞDtÞ^
vWBðtþDtÞ ¼ vWBðtÞþ gWDt

þRWBð~aBðtÞ � baðtÞ � gadðtÞÞDt
pWBðtþDtÞ ¼ pWBðtÞþ vWBDtþ 1

2
gWDt

2

þ 1
2
RWBð~aBðtÞ � baðtÞ � gadðtÞÞDt2

ð4Þ

where Dt is data sample rate, the ggd is discrete form of continuous noise gg, with

relationship covðggdÞ ¼ 1
Dt covðggÞ, the same to gad . ðÞ^ is the skew symmetric

matrix.

4 Visual-Inertial Fusion

4.1 Simultaneous Localization and Mapping

SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) realizes a robot explores in
unknown environments and find its position at the same time, which is considered a
crown problem for robot navigation.

A detailed survey of the SLAM algorithm is proposed in literature [3], Numbers
of works have been done to increase robustness of visual SLAM, and one of them,
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fusing IMU data turn out to be a good choice for data fusion to make visual SLAM
work better.

4.2 Camera-IMU Calibration and Initialisation

For multi-sensor fusion, the first important determining accuracy is to get a well
estimation of the temporal and spatial information of each other sensor [11, 12].
Generally, in UAVs or other robots, CPU get sensors data in streams by fixed rate,
and the delay between different sensors results from communication delay and
inertial sensor delay introduced by filters or logic. In this lecture, we use the work
[9], which proposes a novel algorithm to estimate the time-offset and transpose of
sensors using batch, continuous-time, and max-likelihood estimation.

It is pointed out that monocular visual has no observability about scale, and
optimization will benefit from a good initial guess of the estimated variable. Thus,
we use methods introduced in literature [7], which incorporates IMU data and
visual estimated pose to estimate initial value of scale, gravity vector, velocity, and
biases.

4.3 Pose Tracking and Optimization

As depicted in Fig. 2, the main idea of fusing IMU and visual data for pose
estimation is using IMU data to predict pose of camera frame and using visual
measurements to correct it, predicting process can reduce searching area for feature
matching and increase accuracy in less features or fast motion environment, while
correcting process uses visual measurements to decrease estimation errors. As the
data rate of IMU are far faster than camera frame rate, there are numbers of IMU
samples between consecutive frames. We introduce preintegration approach
descripted in literature [6, 7] which computes incremental motion term DR, Dv and
Dp in between consecutive frames to avoid re-computation when the estimated pose
of frames are changed because of subsequent optimization.

We use IMU preintegration term to predict next frame pose, as described in (5).
Where Riþ 1

WB , viþ 1
WB and piþ 1

WB are predicted motion of next frame, Ri
WB, v

i
WB and piWB

are estimated motion of current frame, JgDpb
i
g; J

a
Dpb

i
a accounts for the change of

biases during computing preintegration.
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Riþ 1
WB ¼ Ri

WBDRi;iþ 1 expðJgDRbigÞ^

viþ 1
WB ¼ viWB þ gWDti;iþ 1

þRi
WBðDvi;iþ 1 þ JgDvb

i
g þ JaDvb

i
aÞ

piþ 1
WB ¼ piWB þ viWBDti;iþ 1 þ 1

2
gWDt

2
i;iþ 1

þRi
WBðDpi;iþ 1 þ JgDpb

i
g þ JaDpb

i
aÞ

ð5Þ

In this way, we get the predicted pose of next frame, By using the predicted
motion; we get a fast feature matching and get another estimated pose by visual
feature matching and triangulation. Then the estimated poses will be transited to the
back end for global bundle adjustment to get more accurate results.

Considering two consecutive frames i; j, the motion of i is well estimated by
initialization or optimization, using related IMU data to create preintegration term,
we get the predicted motion of frame j. We get optimization function as described in
(6)

h ¼ ½R j
WB; p

j
WB; v

j
WB; b

j
a; b

j
g�

h ¼ argmin
h

ð
X

EprojðjÞþEIMUðjÞÞ ð6Þ

where reprojection error term EprojðjÞ is given by features matching:

EprojðjÞ ¼ ðx� HðXCÞÞTRxðx� HðXCÞÞ ð7Þ

where x is the pixel coordinate in the image j of the 3D landmark of which
coordinate is XC in the camera frame. Rx is the information matrix associated with
the landmark.

3D Landmark

Camera frame

IMU data

IMU Preintegration term

Fig. 2 Evolution of visual-inertial fusion for camera poses tracking and optimization
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The IMU error term EIMUðjÞ is defined as:

Eði; jÞ ¼ qðeTReTv eTpRIðeTReTv eTp ÞTÞþ qðeTbRRebÞ
eR ¼ logðDRi;jðexpðJgDRbigÞ^ÞTRi

BWR
j
WBÞ_

ev ¼ Ri
BW ðv jWB � viWB � gWDti;jÞ

� ðDvi;j þ JgDvb
j
g þ JaDvb

j
aÞ

ep ¼ Ri
BW ðp j

WB � piWB � viWBDti;j �
1
2
gWDt

2
i;jÞ

� ðDpi;j þ JgDpb
j
g þ JaDpb

j
aÞ

eb ¼ b j � bi

ð8Þ

where RI is the information of preintergation, RR is the information of bias random
walk, ðÞ_ is process function to get the vector of creating corresponding skew matrix.
q is Huber robust function to decrease the influence of some very large errors in error
function. The optimization process can be well solved by g2o library [5].

5 Experiments

In this section, we will introduce the experiments we make to evaluate the
visual-inertial algorithms we describe above. Firstly, Camera-IMU calibration is
carried on to estimate the pose, time offset between two sensors. Use initialization
algorithm to get a good initial guess of the optimized states. To assess the accuracy
of the visual-inertial fusion algorithm, we test the algorithm in EuRoc flying dataset
[10] and compare the results with state-of-the-art ORBSLAM [4]. Then a real flying
experiment is carried on indoor, using our own multi-rotor flying platform. All
these experiments will be described in detail below.

5.1 Hardware Overview

We use our own designed flying platform to make algorithm tests as depicted in
Fig. 3. Some parameters of the platform related to this work is that we use a global
shutter UI122xLE-C camera whose frame rate is set to 30 Hz, and an Xsens
MTI100 IMU with 200 Hz data rate. We use Intel NUC6i7KYK as on-board
computing unit with 4-core 3.5Ghz CPU, 16 GB RAM and 128 GB SSD.
Calibration and initialization of camera-IMU are performed using the approaches in
literature [9], with results of mean reprojection error 0.245 pixel, and a scale
recovery accuracy of 0.988.
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We test our visual-inertial fusion method in EuRoC flying datasets with
groundtruth to access states accuracy, and compare the results with ORBSLAM
which is the state of art visual navigation approach. Firstly, we consider the
influence of estimated scales, as depicted in Fig. 4, although the shape of trajectory
estimated by ORBSLAM is similar to the groundtruth trajectory, the size of it is far
from fitting to the groundtruth because monocular visual is ambiguous to metric
scale. While the trajectory estimated by our visual-inertial fusion method fits the
grountruth well, as we data from IMU can recover the metric scale for monocular.

Next, In order to compare the pose estimation accuracy, we ignore the influence
of scale by using the similarity transformation introduced by literature [8] to
compute the optimal scale to fit the gorundtruth. The results are depicted in Fig. 5.
We find that, in smoothing motion condition, the two methods act exactly the same,
as visual can give detailed information of the environment; but in fast motion, fuzzy
images and little transition will increase estimation error by sole visual approach,
and our visual-inertial method acts better as we use IMU to predict the rotation of
the camera, which increase the robustness of estimated algorithms.

5.2 Real Time UAV Flying Experiment

After evaluating performances using flying datasets, we implemented our method in
our own designed flying platform and carried on real experiments in indoor

Fig. 3 Flying platform we use to evaluate the visual-inertial algorithm. EuRoC dataset experiment
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environment, the results depicted in Fig. 6 show that the method we proposed can
give accurate state estimation to satisfy the need of UAVs navigation.

6 Conclusions

We proposed a visual-inertial fusion and nonlinear optimization approach for
UAVs navigation, the detailed theory is discussed in this paper. The results com-
pared to the state-of-the-art visual SLAM approach show that fusing IMU data can
increase the robustness of the algorithms, and real flying experiments indicate that
the proposed method can give an accurate state estimation for UAVs navigation.
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